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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) as a powerful tool has been widely

used in many fields, such as clinical diagnosis and analytical chemistry.

However, the sensitivity of conventional NMR is too low. The sensitivity

of NMR promotion is a very important challenge. Spin-exchange opti-

cal pumping (SEOP) is a charming strategy to improve the sensitivity

of NMR. Our group have increased the sensitivity of noble gases xenon

(more than 50,000 folds) via SEOP, and made the noble gas pulmonary

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) came true in China. We have not

only obtained the pulmonary ventilation imaging, but also got the pul-

monary microstructure parameters by hyperpolarized 129Xe pulmonary

MRI to broaden the application fields of hyperpolarized 129Xe. However,
129Xe cannot specifically interact with target. In order to recognize tar-

get specifically and improve the detection sensitivity of hyperpolarized
129Xe additionally, we have developed a series of HP 129Xe probes based

on cryptophane-A. These probes can detect metal ions, hydrothion, and

biothiols specificity and high sensitivity. On the other hand, we have also

developed a serious of microenvironment stimulated probes to decrease
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the background noise and increase the sensitivity for targeted cancer cell

detection and treatment. Last but not least, we have developed ultra-low

field spectrometer based on magneto-optical rotation to determination of

magnetic nanoparticles, which have broadened the application fields of

NMR.

14.1 Ultrasensitive pulmonary gas magnetic resonance

imaging

14.1.1 Background

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive and non-ionizing radiation

imaging method, and has been widely used in clinical diagnosis. Due to the specific

advantages (such as high resolution, high depth of tissue penetration, superior soft

tissue contrast, and multi-parameter imaging), MRI is widely applied in clinical

medicine for diagnosis of diseases. However, MRI has great challenges in detection

of lung diseases because the lung has a typical cavity structure (the 1H density in

the lung is 1000 times lower than that of the normal tissue). Therefore, the lung

is a “blind zone” for traditional MRI, and the structure or function information of

the lung is difficult to detect. Recently, in the research using hyperpolarized (HP)

gas, pulmonary MR images can be acquired when the HP noble gas is inhaled by

volunteers. This enables the noninvasive detection of lung diseases, providing a new

idea for pulmonary MRI[1-3].

Xenon is a non-toxic and harmless noble gas, which is very suitable for biomedical

applications[1,3,4]. Spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) can be used to enhance

the nuclear spin polarizations of noble gases (more than 10000 folds) [5,6], which

makes HP noble gas lung MRI feasible. According to the theory of SEOP (as shown

in Figure 14.1)[5,7-9], we designed and constructed an experimental device for HP
129Xe gas generation based on the computer control (viz., HP noble gas generation

device, which can achieve 50,000-fold increase in the nuclear spin polarization of

xenon[10]). By transmitting the HP129Xe gas into the lung, pulmonary ventilation

function is visualized. In addition, the gas-gas and/or gas-blood exchange dynamics

of HP129Xe can be measured by utilizing the difference of solubility and chemical

shift of xenon in lung tissue and blood. In this way, the quantitative and visual

measurement of the exchange function in the lung can be achieved.
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Since the nuclear spin polarization of HP gas is unrecoverable, the mechanism

of the radio frequency (RF) excitation will have important influence on the im-

age quality of pulmonary ventilation MRI. Conventional RF excitation includes the

constant-flip-angle (CFA) and variable-flip-angle (VFA) strategies. When the MRI

data acquisition begins at the k-domain center, the CFA results in an image of high

SNR but sacrifices the accuracy of spatial information. On the other hand, the VFA

results in high accuracy but suffers from a low SNR. Therefore, we proposed a novel

scheme, called constant-variable flip angles (CVFA), to optimize both the SNR and

accuracy. In this way, the CVFA not only fully utilizes the polarization of 129Xe, but

also acquires the image with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and high resolution[11].

Figure 14.1 The diagram of SEOP. The process of SEOP can be divided into two steps:

(a) The angular momentum of laser photons is transferred to Rb, making the outer valence

electron of Rb atom polarized (i.e., laser pumping). (b) the 129Xe atom collided with the

highly polarized alkali metal. Then the angular momentum of the Rb electrons is shifted

to the 129Xe nucleus, achieving the spin polarization of the 129Xe nucleus (i.e., the spin

exchange process).

14.1.2 Lung ventilation imaging

After determining the power, angle and excitation mechanism of the RF sequence,

we can perform the lung ventilation imaging and obtain the ventilation distribution

image using HP technique[12]. This can acquire the local ventilation feature image

of the lung. The obstruction of ventilation is the manifestations in lots of lung

diseases (such as the radiation-induced lung injury (RILI) and lung tumor). The
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ventilatory status of the lungs can be obtained by analyzing the lung ventilation

images, which is helpful to determine the location of the airway obstruction and the

pulmonary parenchyma changes. In addition, it can be used as a grading standard

for some diseases (such as COPD). In the lung ventilation imaging with HP gas, 2D

and/or 3D images are acquired by using small angle damage gradient echo imaging

technique with short echo time when the HP gas is inhaled. Figure 14.2 and Figure

14.3 show the lung ventilation defects in the ventilation images of healthy volunteers

and patients. Due to the presence of narrow or blocked bronchi in patients with

COPD, there is little HP 129Xe in the respiratory bronchial segment, leading to the

obvious low signal and lack of signal.

Figure 14.2 HP 129Xe pulmonary ventilation images in normal volunteers (upper) and

patients with COPD (below).

Figure 14.3 Ventilation images and ventilation defects in patients with COPD and healthy

volunteers. The red color denotes the region with ventilation defects. In the left figure, the

ventilation defect percentage (VDP) = 22.06%. As for the right figure, the VDP = 7.58%.
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14.1.3 Lung microstructure and function

The diffusion of gas in the lung is related to the microstructure of the lung, so

the change of the microstructure of the lung will affect the diffusion characteristics

of HP gas. Therefore, the measurement of the HP gas diffusion in the lung can

be used to detect the change of lung microstructure with high sensitivity (e.g. HP

gas diffusion MRI). The distribution and mean value of apparent diffusion coeffi-

cients (ADCs) of HP gas in the lung can be derived through the simplified Gaussian

diffusion model[13]. In HP 129Xe diffusion MRI with single b-value, gas diffusion co-

efficient is measured to depict the change of lung microstructure. Although this can

reflect the changes of lung microstructure to some extent, it is an indirect method

and only one parameter (ADC) is acquired. Meanwhile, due to the complexity of

pulmonary microstructure, the diffusion of HP 129Xe in the lung is not pure Gauss

type diffusion in the diffusion imaging with multi b values. Therefore, the quan-

titative measurement of lung microstructure by multi b diffusion imaging with HP
129Xe is an important method for lung noninvasive visualization and early diagnosis

of lung diseases. According to the simplified pulmonary gas-blood exchange model,

we can quantitatively measure the pulmonary microstructure parameters of model

rats with emphysema by HP 129Xe multi b value diffusion MRI. In this way, the

distribution of parameters (such as the pulmonary airway diameter (R), airway di-

ameter (R), alveolar depth (H), alveolar surface volume ratio (S/V ) in the lungs)

can be obtained effectively and reasonably[14].

HP gas diffusion MRI has been demonstrated to be sensitive to changes in lung

microstructure. Since the lung microstructure is very complex and the gas diffusion

is faster than the solid and liquid, the diffusion of HP gas in the lung will deviate

from the single exponential decay with the increase of the b value, which means the

diffusion of HP gas in the lung is non-Gaussian type diffusion. Diffusion kurtosis

imaging (DKI) is a method based on the proton MRI diffusion method for describing

the non-Gaussian type of proton diffusion. Experimental results show that the HP
129Xe has a strong correlation with lung microstructure, and DKI is very suitable

for describing the non-Gaussian type diffusion of HP 129Xe in the lung[15].

In addition to detecting the lung microstructure with diffusion imaging, HP
129Xe MRI can study the gas-blood exchange function of lung by using chemical

shift saturation recovery (CSSR). The good lipid solubility and chemical shift sen-
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sitivity of HP 129Xe enables the direct measurement of HP 129Xe signals in lung

tissues and blood. The dynamic spectra of HP 129Xe in tissues and blood with the

variation ratio of HP 129Xe signal in blood and tissues can be obtained by using

the dynamic spectra measurement. Then, the variation ratio of HP 129Xe signal in

tissues and blood reflects the changes of lung tissue and lung perfusion. With the

dynamic spectra of pulmonary HP 129Xe combined lung gas exchange model, we can

quantitatively obtain the physiological parameters (such as lung gas-blood exchange

function and lung structure), which cannot be measured in a noninvasive way by

any other methods at present. Thus, we quantitatively investigated and evaluated

the pulmonary gas-blood exchange function of the lung with RILI or COPD using

HP 129Xe MRS and MRI[17].

In HP 129Xe MRI measurements, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) provides

valuable information for assessing the morphological parameters of the lung, and

the CSSR technique can assess the gas-blood exchange function. In previous works,

these two techniques can only be performed in separately breath. However, mul-

tiple breathing increases the cost and scanning time of HP gas MRI, limiting the

clinical application. Moreover, due to the inconsistent physiological state of the

lung, different breath holding procedures will increase the measurement error. To

solve this problem, we propose a new method (called diffusion weighted chemical

shift saturation recovery (DWCSSR)) to integrate the DWI and CSSR data acquisi-

tion in a single breath-hold. Compared with the continuous breathing schemes (i.e.

CSSR+ DWI and DWI + CSSR), the DWCSSR scheme can significantly shorten the

breath-hold time and obtain higher SNR. This suggests that the proposed method

can obtain comprehensive information about the lung structure and function in one

breath-hold. The in vivo experimental results demonstrate that DWCSSR has great

potential for the evaluation and diagnosis of lung diseases[18].

Due to the limitations of imaging devices, medical images are undoubtedly de-

graded by different types of noise, blurred or other degradation. Fuzzy set methods,

based on nonlinear knowledge, can process imperfect data derived from vagueness

and ambiguity. We presented a new enhancement method based on intuitionistic

fuzzy sets[19,20], which can separate normal and pathological regions effectively in

HP 129Xe MRI, then obtain structure and function information of lung. This is

useful for detecting functional and structural changes in pulmonary diseases.

The dynamic visualization of lung ventilation process is able to provide compre-
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hensive information of pulmonary structure and function. This information is not

only helpful to estimate the gas flow patterns in the trachea, the gas flow velocity and

direction in the whole lung, and the airway resistance, but also useful to understand

and evaluate the lung diseases. Therefore, with the combination of compressed sens-

ing (CS), a novel method of HP gas dynamic MRI based on the variable sampling

rate is proposed. Figure 14.4 shows the 15 frames of HP 129Xe inspiratory dynamic

MR images of a healthy volunteer (1.5 Tesla whole-body MRI Scanner, Avanto,

Siemens Medical Solutions. The polarization of xenon is approximately 20%).

Figure 14.4 Lung inspiration process imaging based on HP 129Xe MRI[21]

With the SEOP technique, the signal of 129Xe gas can be greatly improved

and HP gas MRI can be achieved. Combined with the specific pulse sequence, we

can detect the physiological parameters of lung microstructure and the gas-blood

exchange function in a single breath-hold. In this way, we can further study the

early diagnosis of lung diseases and related pathology, which is promising to be

applied in clinical diagnosis and treatment in the near future.

14.2 Ultrasensitive HP 129Xe NMR probes

129Xe is a nontoxic and inert gas, and the chemical shift of which is extremely

susceptible to the surrounding environment. Most importantly, 129Xe has no back-

ground signal in biological tissue. As a result, it is especially suitable for biomedical
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applications. While hyperpolarize 129Xe by SEOP, the signal intensity of HP 129Xe

is 50,000-fold larger than thermal polarized one. Thus, the HP 129Xe has potential

application in MRI of lung and brain in vivo.

But 129Xe can nonspecifically interact with proteins, lipids, spores, and cryp-

tophanes. So, using the HP 129Xe as probe directly is hard to recognize target

specifically at molecular level. In order to overcome the shortage, Spence M. and

co-workers provide a new strategy to construct HP 129Xe biosensor[22]. They choose

cryptophane-A as the host molecule of 129Xe, and use biotin to functionalize the

cryptophane-A cage. While the functionalized cryptophane-A specific interaction

with avidin, it will affect the electron density experienced by the encapsulated
129Xe, resulting in the change of chemical shift (Figure 14.5). The functionalized

cryptophane-A has endowed the HP 129Xe with specificity. The cryptophane-A cage

provides most suitable xenon affinity (4,000 M−1, in organic solvent) and exchange

kinetics (the residence time range is 30∼300 ms, in aqueous solution) among all the

cryptophanes, making it an excellent host for xenon atoms.

Figure 14.5 Structure of HP 129Xe biosensor based on cryptophane-A, and the HP 129Xe

NMR spectra obtained in the presence of avidin. (Figure was adapted with permission

from Ref [22], copyright © 2001, The National Academy of Sciences)

In order to improve the detection sensitivity, a method called Hyper-CEST was
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reported in 2006[23]. Hyper-CEST is a technique which combined the hyperpolar-

ization technique with the chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) detection

method. In this method, saturated rf pulses were used to saturate the bound signal

in cryptophane-A selectively. On account of the xenon exchange between the cage

and solution, the depolarization resulted in a signal loss of the dissolved 129Xe (129Xe

@ solution), which could be easily detected (Figure 14.6). This method improves

the sensitivity of the xenon biosensor by orders of magnitude, reaching sensitivity

levels of molecular imaging.

Figure 14.6 Hyper-CEST detection scheme for 129Xe in the cryptophane-A cage. Initial

spectrum (colorful line) and resulting spectrum (blue line) from selective saturation of the

caged129Xe (129Xe @ cage) and proportionate bulk dissolved 129Xe @ solution depolariza-

tion.

In recent years, a wide range of 129Xe biosensors based on cryptophane-A have

been developed. Our laboratory have developed a series of HP 129Xe probes based

on cryptophane-A to detect metal ions[24,25], hydrothion[26], and biothiols [27,28]in

cells.

14.2.1 HP 129Xe probe for metal ions

Zinc is an essential trace element in the human body and is the second most
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abundant transition metal in the living organisms. Zn2+ not only constitutes many

enzymes and proteins, but also plays a key role in various physiological processes.

Either a deficiency or excess of Zn2+ will cause a physiological dysfunction of the

organism[29]. Thus, it is of great significance to develop a highly sensitive and specific

method for the detection of Zn2+. Nowadays, the noninvasive methods to monitor

the distribution of Zn2+ in different tissues in body are optical imaging and magnetic

resonance imaging. However, optical methods suffer from limited penetration depth.

On the other hand, conventional MRI techniques suffer from reduced sensitivity and

often lack selectivity. Therefore, to develop more sensitive and more selective method

is crucial importance.

Our group have developed a new HP 129Xe probe, which shows high selectivity

for Zn2+[24]. This probe was combined by cryptophane-A and 2-(diphenylphosphino)

benzenamine, and the 2-(diphenylphosphino) benzenamine as ligand for Zn2+. This

probe shows good selectivity for Zn2+, while the probe exposure to Zn2+, the chem-

ical shift of encapsulated 129Xe changed 6.4ppm to upfield, which was nearly four

times larger than that of the reported similar probe.

As we known, mercury pollution remains a problem of global proportions per-

petuated by the occurrence of natural geological events and the widespread use of

mercury species in human activities. Fluorescence-based sensors do not provide

depth resolution needed to image spatial distributions. So, our group had devel-

oped another metal ions sensitive HP 129Xe probe, which have high selectivity for

Hg2+[25].

This probe was combined by a dipyrrolylquinoxaline (DPQ) derivatives and

two cryptophane-A cages. The DPQ derivatives act as cation recepors, whereas

cryptophane-A act as a host molecular for xenon. This probe like a molecular

clamp, which can clip the target ions in its clamp’s cave, using DPQ as the basic

molecular frame, pyrrole and the imine as the recognition site, and cryptophane-A

as the HP 129Xe NMR signal reporter moiety.

While the probe exposure to Hg2+, the chemical shift of 129Xe in cryptophane

cage changed 38.6 Hz to upfield. When using Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+, and Cd2+ instead

of Hg2+, no obvious change in the signal of 129Xe caged in cryptophane could be

observed. Compared with other HP 129Xe based sensors of metal ions, the down-

field change of chemical shift caused by electron-withdrawal effect of metal ions,

the upfield change of chemical shift of 129Xe in cryptophane cage of our probe was
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totally different. Since design of this probe is totally different from our previous

designed probe, the change of chemical shift of 129Xe@cryptophane is influenced not

only by the electron-withdrawing effect of the metal ions, but also by the shield-

ing effect of the two cryptophane-A cages. This result not only demonstrate that

the Hg2+ ions were indeed chelated with the DPQ moiety, but also suggest that

the distance between the two cryptophane-A cages of probe is reduced after bind-

ing. When binding with Hg2+ the molecular structure of probe turned from open

to closed (Figure 14.7(b)). As the electron clouds of the two cryptophane-A cages

overlap, the shielding effect towards encapsulated 129Xe becomes important. The

influence of shielding effects from electronic clouds of the two cryptophane-A cages

Figure 14.7 (a) HP 129Xe NMR spectra obtained for probe in the presence and absence

of Zn2+. Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [24], copyright © 2014 Elsevier

B.V. (b) Conformational change of probe induced by its interaction with Hg2+. (c) HP

129Xe NMR spectra obtained for probe in the presence and absence of Hg2+. (d) Chemical

shift image (CSI MRI) of probe with, and without the addition of Hg2+. (Figure was

adapted with permission from Ref [25], copyright © 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &

Co. KGaA, Weinheim)
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overlapping was stronger than the deshielding effect of the electron-withdrawal effect

of metal ions on the chemical shift of 129Xe in cage, an upfield change of chemical

shift of 129Xe@cage was induced.

The change in chemical shift between the signals of encapsulated xenon in the

absence and in the presence of Hg2+ ions relative to the NMR linewidths was suffi-

cient to enable spectroscopic MRI of these chemical species. Figure 14.7(d) images

were obtained using a CSI method. Comparison between images without and with

Hg2+ in Figure 14.7(d) shows that the Hg2+ ions can be specifically detected and

localized at low concentration in a short time.

14.2.2 HP 129Xe probe for hydrothion

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S), traditionally known for its characteristic offensive odor

and toxicity, has recently been shown to be a significant gaseous signaling transmitter

in living organisms. The involvement of endogenous H2S has been demonstrated in

several physiological and pathological processes, such as regulation of cell growth,

cardiovascular protection, modulation of neurotransmission, and anti-inflammation

action. Moreover, recent studies have shown that any imbalance H2S levels can

lead to health problems, including the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease, Down’s

syndrome, and diabetes[30].

Continuing our interest in developing HP xenon based probes, we developed a

new 129Xe MRI probe for H2S detection based on a H2S-specific response reaction

(Figure 14.8(a))[26]. To investigate the feasibility of this design concept, we chose

cryptophane-A as a host for 129Xe and a known H2S mediated specific response

group as the reaction site. An azido reduction reaction can selectively detect H2S,

because the azide group can be easily converted into amine upon reaction with H2S.

As designed, probe was found to be weakly fluorescent (Figure 14.8(b)). After

addition of HS− to the solution of probe, a strong green fluorescence was observed.

Fluorescence spectra show the intensity at 534nm gradually increased along with

the time until it reaches emission saturation (about 25-fold) within 10min (Figure

14.8(b)). These results suggest that probe shows fast response towards H2S.

Encouraged by the above results, the application of probe in HP 129Xe NMR

spectroscopy was evaluated. Under the same test conditions, the 129Xe NMR signal

of encapsulated xenon in probe at 75.2ppm. Notably, a new signal at 74.1ppm

emerges and meanwhile the signal at 75.2ppm disappears after the addition of HS−.
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Evidently, a chemical shift change of 1.1ppm between the signals of caged xenon in

the absence and presence of HS− was observed (Figure 14.8(c)). These results reveal

that the response of probe towards HS− leads to a chemical structure transformation

that can be detected and differentiated by HP 129Xe NMR spectroscopy.

Most importantly, both the fluorescence imaging and hyper-CEST NMR/MRI

have demonstrated that although in live cells, this probe can make good response

to H2S (Figure 14.8(d), (e), (f)).

Figure 14.8 (a) Schematic of HP 129Xe sensor for H2S detection. (b) Fluorescence spec-

trum of probe upon addition of HS− in HEPES buffer solution. (c)129Xe NMR spectra

change of probe upon addition of HS− in HEPES buffer solution. (d) Fluorescence images

of H2S using probe in A549 cells. (e) Hyper-CEST spectra of probe labeled A549 cells.

(f) Hyper-CEST MRI of probe in cells. The Hyper-CEST effect was calculated by using

the formula CEST effect = (offRes@onRes) / offRes. (Figure was adapted with permission

from Ref [26], copyright © 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim)

14.2.3 HP 129Xe probe for biothiols

Biothiols play important roles in cell growth, apoptosis inhibition, DNA synthe-
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sis, and angiogenesis. Abnormal biothiol levels in cells are directly correlated to

the occurrence of cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and cardiovascu-

lar disease[31,32]. Thus, it would be desirable and perhaps critically important to

develop methods to detect biothiols in living systems.

During the past decades, considerable efforts have been devoted to developing

various methods for biothiol detection in vitro. Fluorescence spectroscopy compared

to other techniques have some significant advantages, such as high sensitivity, sim-

plicity, and non-invasive detection, make it become one of the most popular methods

for biothiols detection. Unfortunately, the main drawback of fluorescence method

is poor penetration depth due to light scattering in optically opaque media. This

disadvantage makes fluorescence methods less suitable for imaging tissue. Magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), which is a powerful tool for the early detection of disease,

features high spatial resolution and deep tissue penetration. Unfortunately, 1H MRI

was found to lack the sensitivity required to detect physiologically relevant changes

in biothiols levels. HP NMR is a good method, which not only have ultrahigh

sensitivity, but also have these advantages of NMR.

In order to realize high sensitive detection of biothiols, we designed a HP 129Xe

probe, which can detect biothiols via HP129Xe NMR[27]. The probe incorporates

two parts: cryptophane cage conjugated to a ligand possessing an acrylate group.

Cryptophane acts as a host for the capture of xenon atoms and alters the 129Xe NMR

chemical shift based on binding to the ligand (Figure 14.9(a)). The acrylate group,

which is known to be involved in thiol-addition reactions to generate thioether, was

selected to react with biothiols.

While the probe exposure to 3 equiv Cys, notably, a new signal appears at

75.5ppm, which changed 1.4ppm to upfield compared to the probe in solution. This

new resonance is attributed to probe undergoing a thiol addition reaction with Cys

to produce a new cryptophane derivative. By recording 129Xe NMR spectra as a

function of time, the intensity of the signal at 76.9ppm gradually decreases in about

30min. Concomitantly, the integral intensity of the new signal at 75.5ppm increases

until it reaches a saturation (Figure 14.9(b)).

After addition of Hcy and GSH respectively, a similar 129Xe NMR spectral re-

sponse was observed (Figure 14.9(c), (d)). This suggests that the reaction of probe

with Hcy or GSH also experience a similar reaction as Cys. The new emerging signal

appears at δ = 75.7ppm and is associated with an increase of 1.2ppm (upfield) in
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the chemical shift. By contrast, the integral intensity of the signal at δ = 76.9ppm

for Hcy and GSH takes more than 3 h to disappear. That means the thiol-addition

reaction rates of probe with Hcy (pKa: 8.87) and GSH (pKa: 9.20) are much slower

than that of Cys (pKa: 8.30), which may be ascribed to their different pKa val-

ues. The above results demonstrate that probe not only can monitor biothiols levels

through 129Xe NMR, but also can discriminate Cys over Hcy and GSH through

chemical shift and average reaction rate.

Figure 14.9 (a) Proposed reaction mechanism of probe with Cys. (b), (c), (d) Time-

dependent129Xe NMR spectra change of probe upon addition of 3 equiv Cys, Hcy, GSH.

(Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [27], copyright © 2016, American Chemical

Society)

This probe shows high selectivity for biothiols, however, the probe cannot de-

tect biothiols in cells. In order to realize detect biothiols in cells, our group devel-

oped another HP 129Xe probe, which can be used to detect biothiols in cells via

fluorescence/129Xe-NMR[28].

This new probe composed of a host molecule (cryptophane-A), a disulfide-linker

(linker), a fluorescence moiety (naphthalimide), and a targeting group (triphenylphos-

phonium). While the probe exposure to GSH, the fluorescence intensity at 560nm

was enhanced 11-fold (Figure 14.10(c)) while the fluorescence changed from blue

to green-yellow. Through introduce an electron-withdrawing carbamate group to

convert the 4-amino donor into a weak donor, the ICT effect of the fluorophore is
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weakened to result in a blue shift of fluorescence. While the probe underwent bioth-

iols, the disulfide bond cleavaged followed by intramolecular cyclization and cleavage

of a neighboring carbamate bond to release aminonaphthalimide moiety and leads

to the fluorescence changes. These results demonstrate that the signal from the

cryptophane-A probe is modulated by GSH.

To investigate how GSH can be monitored by 129Xe NMR, 129Xe NMR spectra

of probe were acquired. The GSH concentration dependence 129Xe NMR spectra

are shown in Figure 14.10(d). When the concentration of GSH is increased, the

xenon signal intensity at 70.1ppm increases, whereas that at 71.5ppm decreases.

This demonstrates that probe reacts with GSH. The addition of GSH resulted in

the chemical shift of caged Xe (Xe@ cryptophane-A) to shift by 1.4ppm in the

upfield direction.The Xe@cryptophane-A signal did not show further changes when

the concentration of GSH reached 1.25mM (50 equiv). This trend was consistent

with the fluorescence spectra. This probe have high sensitivity, 1µM probe can

produce 20% CEST effect, which is still at least 3∼4 orders of magnitude more

sensitive than 1H CEST contrast agents. And the detection threshold of this probe

is 200pM. This low detection threshold implies that this probe and 129Xe NMR have

the potential for detecting thiols in cells at low concentration.

While in cells, this probe can make good response to biothiols too. As shown

in Figure 14.10(e), the cells were treated with N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) followed by

the probe, in the presence of the agent the fluorescence intensity of cells treated with

probe decreased significantly. These results prove that this probe can be used for

biothiols detection in cells. On the other hand, to confirm whether cellular thiols

can be monitored by 129Xe NMR, the Hyper-CEST method was investigated in cell

studies. After the probe incubation with the cells, only one signal appeared around

73ppm corresponding to 129Xe@ cryptophane-A in cells. While the cells incubated

with NEM firstly, and then incubation with the probe, a signal appeared around

73ppm too. But the signal of 129Xe@ cryptophane-A was much smaller than for the

experimental group (Figure 14.10(f)). The hyper-CEST spectra was kept consistent

with fluorescence images, these results demonstrate that the probe can be used to

detect biothiols in cells by Hyper-CEST spectra.

HP 129Xe biosensors not only have ultrahigh sensitivity, but also can be func-

tionalized for different applications. In the future, such biosensors have the potential

to detect various diseases, by localizing HP 129Xe to tissues and by providing mul-
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tiplexed detection of different biomarkers.

Figure 14.10 (a) Structure of the probe. (b) Proposed reaction mechanism of probe with

biothiols. (c) Fluorescence spectra and photos of probe recorded in the presence and

absence of GSH. (d) 129Xe NMR spectra (average of 16 scans, line broadening = 10Hz)

of probe response to different equivalents of GSH. (e) Fluorescence images of H1299 cells

treated by probe and NEM. (f) Hyper-CEST spectra of probe response to biothiols in lung

cancer cells (H1299). (Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [28], copyright ©

2017, American Chemical Society)

14.3 Microenvironment responsive probes

The balance between cells and surrounding makes proliferation, differentiation

and apoptosis progress in a right way. Cancer originates from mutations in genes
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that regulate essential pathways of cell function leading to uncontrolled outgrowth

of tissue cells. The resulting tumor will form a microenvironment to support the cell

immortalization. Latest research shows that the temperature[33], pH[34], oxgen[35],

proteins[36] and metabolite[37] in tumor area are obviously different from normal

tissues. According to these differences, our group developed a serious of tumor

microenvironment stimulated probe to decrease the background noise and increase

the sensitivity for targeted cancer cell detection and treatment.

The high energy production of tumor area leads to higher temperature within

normal tissue. Based on this effect, a micelle particle, which morphology changes

sharply between 37℃ and 40℃, was introduced to detect the tumor cells by monitor-

ing the significant amplification of the chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST)

signal. In this study, a smart micelle was fabricated by two temperature stimulated

unimer chains with different length[38]. The short chain was linked to a Para CEST

agent europium (III) tetra amide complex (EuDOTA-4AmCE) via diamine. The dif-

ferent length of amphiphilic chains self-assemble as a core–shell micelle. As shown

in Figure 14.11(a), the stretched hydrophilic chains embed the contrast agents when

the temperature is below the micelle’s lower critical solution temperature (LCST).

When the temperature is above LCST, the fold of the long chain would expose the

Eu (III) modified short chains to the bulk water, and lead to much stronger CEST

signal. By change the ratio of the two chains, we successfully control the LCST

of the micelle particle around 37℃ (Figure 14.11(b)). Due to the obvious CEST

signal change around body temperature, the smart micelle system may be useful for

detecting temperature changes under abnormal conditions or during hyperthermia

treatment.

It is significant for the research of the formation of atherosclerosis to achieve

high-sensitive detection of macrophages. High-density lipoprotein (HDL) is a kind

of lipid-protein complex nanoparticles existing in blood vessel, and the main func-

tion of HDL is called reverse cholesterol transfer. HDL has specificity to the SR-BI

receptor expressed on macrophages. It is commonly considered that the progress of

atherosclerosis is related to the formation of foam cells after the macrophages enter

the artery wall. Thus, it is significant for the research of the formation of atheroscle-

rosis to achieve high-sensitive detection of macrophages. MRI contrast agents based

on reconstituted HDL (rHDL) for the detection of atherosclerosis plaques were de-

veloped recently. Paramagnetic chemical exchange saturation transfer (ParaCEST)
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is a newly developed magnetic resonance method. Unlike traditional MRI meth-

ods, ParaCEST is mainly based on the exchange between the bound water on Ln

chelate and bulk water. We have designed and prepared a high-sensitive ParaCEST

MR/fluorescence dual-modal contrast agent based on rHDL, Eu-Rhod-rHDL, and

ParaCEST sensitivity was enhanced[39]. The advantage of developing dual-modal

contrast agent is the complementarity of ParaCEST and fluorescence. A phospho-

lipid with Eu(III) chelate conjugated on is synthesized, which is ParaCEST active.

After the self-assembly process of lipids and proteins, dual-modal rHDL contrast

agent is made. In comparison of traditional small molecular ParaCEST agents,

the detection sensitivity of Eu-Rhod-rHDL is enhanced by 129 folds, and thus ex-

pands the application range of ParaCEST method. Meanwhile, the Eu-Rhod-rHDL

is able to target macrophages and enter macrophages specifically. Thus the detec-

tion of macrophages was achieved. This dual-modal rHDL also has potential for the

ParaCEST detection of atherosclerosis.

Figure 14.11 (a) A schematic diagram of the CEST MRI signal changes in response to the

micelle’s morphological changes. The temperature change around the LCST affecting the

PNIPAAm chain, which is folded as an aggregated cluster when the temperature is higher

than the LCST of 37℃. (b) The CEST MR phantom images at different temperatures

obtained using a 9.4T micro-imaging system with a saturaion pulse of 8µT for 5s. (Figure

was adapted with permission from Ref [38], reproduced by permission of The Royal Society

of Chemistry)

Certain cells can be detected selectively by above contrast agents. Further, early

accurate diagnosis and realtime, safe and effective tumor detection technologies are

needed in improvement of cure rate and life quality of the patient. MRI (magnetic

resonance imaging) usually needs molecular imaging probes to improve the signal
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and image the targeted tumor site. Non-invasive and realtime diagnosis and mon-

itoring of disease therapeutic responses were realized by liposomes simultaneously.

Here, a kind of multifunctional liposomal MRI probes was developed for lung cancer

detection and therapy, including T1 contrast agents Gd-DOTA and anti-cancer drug

paclitaxel[40]. Further c(RGDyK) modification could target to tumor in vivo. This

targeted liposome greatly enhanced the cytotoxicity of the drug to tumor cells A549

by in vitro MTT studies. The T1 relaxivity in tumor cells treated with the targeted

liposome formulation was increased 16-fold when compared with the non-targeted

group. The tumors in mice were clearly visualized using T1-weighted imaging after

administration of the liposome. Fluorescence images also showed the targeted effect

of this liposome in tumor cells. This nanoparticle overcame the insolubility of pacli-

taxel, reduced the side effects of FDA-approved formulation of PTX-Cre (Taxol®)

and improved the drug delivery efficiency to the tumor. These findings lay the

foundations for the further tumor inhibition studies and application of this delivery

vehicle in cancer therapy settings.

Based on the foregoing studies, a theranostic dual drug-loaded liposomal drug

delivery system was developed, which integrate multimodality targeted imaging and

doublet chemotherapy drug delivery. Platinum-based drugs and paclitaxel are two

established anticancer drugs. When used together, they constitute an effective strat-

egy for treating advanced non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). To give full play

of these drugs, dual drug-loaded liposome functionalized with non-invasive mul-

timodality imaging contrast agents, can provide both good tumor diagnosis and

inhibition and monitoring of the disease treatment. Targeted paclitaxel and car-

boplatin combinations showed apparent synergic cytotoxicity on non-small-cell lung

cancer cells. The T1-weighted MRI signal of lung cancer tumor was much stronger

after administration of the multifunctional liposome when compared to the contrast

agent Omniscan® at the same dose. The diagnostic and drug therapy time was

also greatly prolonged. Furthermore, the tumor therapy could be monitored non-

invasively by MRI in realtime, demonstrating the good performance of the doublet

chemotherapy drug delivery liposome on tumor growth inhibition. The characters

of nanoparticles and the targeted effect of peptide c(RGDyK) can decrease the dose

of the drug and contrast agent greatly, realizing the safe application in animal stud-

ies. Drugs combinations can also decrease the dose and the drug resistance. This

targeted drug-loaded liposomal system, have good biocompatibility, can successfully
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carry both hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules and be detected by multimodality

imaging technologies. Importantly, non-invasive and real-time diagnosis and mon-

itoring of disease development and therapeutic responses by MRI allows for the

treatment strategy adjustment, which has great implications for personalized cancer

therapy. This delivery system can also be used as an excellent theranostic agent and

a promising platform for studying and treating other solid tumors[41].

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) introduced photosensitizer which inhibits cancer

cell growth by generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) after light activating. PDT

has been successfully used in a variety of treatments because of its low toxicity

to un-irradiated areas. However, laser with high power was always employed be-

cause skin and tissues are opaque, and this may also burn the skin. In our study,

PDT was combined with photothermal therapy (PTT) and biological redox ther-

apy (BRT) to enhance anti-cancer efficacy, results showed an NIR light with low

power could kill cancer cells and inhibit tumor growth[42]. As shown in Figure

14.12(a), photosensitizer Lu-TP and biological redox drug Gd-TP were loaded onto

RGD modified graphene quantum dots (GQD-RGD) via π-π stacking interaction.

The nanoconstruct would transport to αvβ3overexpressed cancer cells through the

guidance of RGD. After being selectively endocytosed, drugs would be released be-

cause of the acidic and hydrophobic surroundings. Gd-TP induced the depletion

of intracellular-reducing metabolites and bioenergetics disruption, which broke the

protection against oxidative damage from Lu-TP induced ROS. The used NIR laser

at 765 nm not only activated the photosensitizer Lu-TP, but also caused the pho-

tothermal effect of GQD. The GQD converted the NIR light into thermal energy and

heated cancer cell to 43℃. Different from other reported phototherapy, such mild

heating would increase membrane permeability and promote probe uptake rather

than kill cells directly. The release of drugs also caused “turning on” fluorescence

of drugs and GQD at 783nm and 582nm, this lighted the targeted cancer cells.

Moreover, the nanoconstruct would shorten the T1 of water protons and use as

a T1-weighted MRI contrast agent due to the paramagnetic property of Gd(III).

Hence, the nanoconstruct could also act as a probe to monitor cancer cells and the

development of tumors. To prove the above designation, we intravenous injected

the nanoconstruct to A549 lung tumor bearing mice. In vivo fluorescent imaging

and MRI results confirmed the enrichment of the nanoconstruct in tumor after 1.5h

post injection. Then, the ensured tumor area was treated with the combined therapy,
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which induced by the irradiation of a 765nm laser at the power of 300mW/cm2. The

development of tumor was carefully monitored by MRI. Results showed that after

three times of treatment, the tumor volume of the BRT/PDT/PTT treated group

was decreased to 74% after treatment, in comparison to increased volumes of the

BRT group (516%), PDT group (183%) and blank group (819%), respectively, show-

ing a superior synergistic therapeutic effect (Figure 14.12(b)). The dual-modality

imaging nanocontruct enables the synergistic therapy (BRT/PDT/PTT) with dra-

matically improved efficacy, providing a new approach for cancer treatment and

evaluation.

Figure 14.12 (a) Description of nanoconstruct to deliver cancer treatment via biological

redox-enhanced photodynamic therapy combined with photothermal heating. (b) The tu-

mor sites were irradiated with a 765nm laser after 1.5h post-injection of the nanoconstruct.

Tumor sizes were measured before treatment, and the tumor volumes were normalized to

their initial sizes. Antitumor efficiency on A549 implanted mice model was assessed by

MRI. Tumors before and after three periods of treatment were marked by the red dotted

line. (Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [42], copyright © 2017, American

Chemical Society)
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14.4 Ultralow field magnetic resonance spectroscopy

Traditional nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer needs the radio frequency

induction coil to detect the nuclear magnetic resonance signal of the sample. Most

methods to improve the intensity (to realize high magnetic field and high sensitiv-

ity) of MR signal is increasing the magnetic field intensity of the magnet. But the

applications and technology promotions of high field NMR spectrometer are limited

by the expensive production cost, high maintenance costs, large volume and weight,

and difficult maintainability. Research and development of low field NMR will sup-

plement the high field magnetic resonance spectroscopy to some extent. However,

the low field NMR also needs to overcome the problem of low polarizability and de-

tection sensitivity. A magnetometer based on superconducting quantum interference

device (SQUID) can replace the RF induction coil to realize low magnetic field and

high sensitivity NMR detection. However, it still relies on liquid nitrogen or helium

to achieve working conditions.

With the birth of the laser and the development of quantum optics, some classical

and new phenomena of atomic physics are constantly re-recognized and discovered,

such as nonlinear magneto-optical rotation (NMOR), spin exchange relaxation free

(SERF). These new physical phenomena have been exploited to produce narrow

atomic resonance signals that enable highly accurate measurements of magnetic

field[43-46]. Ultra-low field spectrometers based on atomic magnetometers eliminate

the requirement of superconducting magnets with high magnetic fields and do not re-

quire ultra-low temperature operating environments to enable highly sensitive NMR

detection at zero and/or ultra-low field.

The magnetometers currently used in NMR spectroscopy are primarily based on

NMOR and SERF. NMOR magnetometer is mainly used for the determination of

ultra-low magnetic field of water and magnetic nanoparticles[47]. Due to low work-

ing temperature (cesium atom, 39℃), NMOR magnetometer has great application

prospect in bio-magnetic measurement and magnetic imaging.

SERF magnetometer is mainly used in ultra-low and zero field NMR measure-

ment. Using a SERF magnetometer, the J-coupling spectrum of ethanol was mea-

sured at zero magnetic field and the corresponding spectral resolution was 0.1Hz[48].

Benefit from the spectral resolution, the zero-field J-spectrum enables the distinc-

tion of different functional groups[49] and the residual dipolar coupling of samples[50].
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The combination of SERF magnetometer and NMR achieves zero and ultra-low field

NMR studies that enable to study structural and kinetic behavior of chemical and

biological molecules in geomagnetic environments. This breakthrough provides a

new tool for NMR spectroscopy study[51].

Figure 14.13 (a) A schematic of a laser-probing MR device based on the NMOR laser

atomic magnetometer. The sample is first pre-polarized at the pre-polarized magnet out-

side the magnetic shield to produce a macroscopic, observable magnetization vector. The

prepolarized sample is then transported through the injection device to the detection area

inside the magnetic shield. In the case of a very small magnetic field, the deflection angle

of the linearly polarized light is proportional to the magnetic field strength, so that the

NMR signal generated by the sample can be inversely deduced by detecting the deflection

angle. (b) 1H spectrum at ultra-low magnetic field. The leading field of the FID signal is

47nT. The frequency of 1H spectrum obtained by the resonance signal is 2Hz, and the line

width is 0.32Hz. SNR is about 50. (Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [47],

copyright ©2013 Elsevier Inc.)
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Compared to structural and dynamics of biomolecules, the intra- and

inter-molecular interactions are studied far less. These interactions guide

protein folding, protein-protein recognition, enzyme-substrate binding,

and etc. NMR provides a unique tool to study these interactions at

atomic level. In this chapter, we reviewed recent NMR studies of non-

covalent interactions in proteins, including h-bond, CH/pi, and electro-

static. The experimental principles are briefly described and their appli-

cations are highlighted.

NMR is a powerful tool for studying protein structure and dynamics. The

NOE based method, together with residual dipolar coupling, paramagnetic effect, J-

coupling and etc., is well developed to determine the protein structure. Meanwhile,

the NMR relaxation methods are very effective in characterizing protein dynamics

at time scale spanning from picosecond to second. It is known that the property of a

protein system is determined by its Hamiltonian, i.e., the interaction between atoms

including covalent bond, hydrogen bond (h-bond), electrostatic, van der Waals in-

teraction. Various NMR methods have been developed to measure the noncovalent

interactions. In this chapter, NMR applications in this area are reviewed.
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15.1 h-bond interaction

H-bonds are important for protein structure and function. Usually, the h-bonds

in a protein are identified by spatial proximity, e.g., the distance between h-bond

donor and acceptor, from its structure. Direct detection of 3hJNC-coupling cross pro-

tein backbone h-bond (N—H· · ·O==C) was demonstrated by Grzesiek[1] and Bax[2].

The backbone amide 15N magnetization is transferred to the carbonyl 13C of its

h-bond partner through a long delay and then the 13C chemical shift is recorded,

after which the magnetization is transferred back for 1H detection. This spectrum

contains the chemical shift information about the h-bond donor (H and/or N) and

acceptor atoms (C). The size of the 3hJNC-coupling can also be determined after

recording a reference spectrum where the magnetization is transferred through the

one-bond 1JNC-coupling. To further improve the spectrum sensitivity, a TROSY

version of the experiment was also proposed[3]. A similar method in measuring the
2hJHC-coupling was also developed[4] where the magnetization is transferred from

amide 1H to carbonyl 13C and then back for detection. A strong correlation was

observed between 2hJHC and 3hJNC. Due to faster relaxation of the transverse 1H

magnetization, the protein sample has to be deutrerated. Even so, the sensitivity

of 2hJHC is much lower than 3hJNC. An E.COSY based method was proposed to

simultaneously measure 2hJHC and 3hJNC
[5]. The advantage of the method is that

the sign of 2hJHC can be determined by the E.COSY effect. The experiment has a

similar sensitivity issue because the 2hJHC measurement accuracy strongly depends

on the signal-to-noise ratio.

DFT calculations showed that the 3hJNC-coupling depends mainly on two param-

eters, the distance between donor H and acceptor O, and the angle ∠H· · ·O==C. An

empirical equation was proposed for 3hJNC-coupling. The exponential dependence

on the O-H distance indicates that 3hJNC-coupling decreases very quickly as the dis-

tance becomes larger. The angular dependence suggests that the linear configuration

with the angle ∠H· · ·O==C equal to 180◦ yields the largest 3hJNC-coupling. This

is a bit different from the angular dependence of the h-bond interaction where the

angle ∠H· · ·O==C of ∼120◦ yields a stronger h-bond strength. This is not surprising

since the h-bond strength depends on the overlap between the lone pair electrons of

O and the σ* orbital of H whereas the J-coupling depends on the overlap of the σ

orbitals. The linear configuration yields a larger overlap between σ orbitals of the
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C==O bond and that of H and thus gives a larger 3hJNC-coupling. This also explains

the strong Jcoupling distance dependence.

The precise measurement of 3hJNC-coupling permits one to capture fine h-bond

perturbation by environment e.g., temperature[6] and pressure[7]. It is known that

protein tends to expand as temperature increases. The determination of 3hJNC-

coupling for each h-bond at different temperatures showed that although 3hJNC-

coupling generally decreases with temperature, the h-bonds are not affected to the

same extent by the thermal expansion. This information can help identify protein

hotspots, i.e., regions with the least thermostability.

The sensitivity of 3hJNC experiment can be further enhanced through protein

deuteration which slows down the transverse relaxation in the cross-h-bond mag-

netization transfer. 3hJNC was measured for unfolded ubiquitin[8] where values of

∼0.05Hz were observed in the N-terminus of ubiquitin, indicating that h-bonds can

form even for unfolded proteins.

Besides J-coupling detection for the N—H· · ·O==C h-bond, the observation of

Cα—Hα · · ·O==C J-coupling (3hJCαC′) was also reported although the values are

generally smaller[9]. A negative correlation was observed between the N—H· · ·O==C

and Cα—Hα · · ·O==C J-couplings, indicating that N—H and Cα—Hα compete for

the same h-bond acceptor. Due to faster relaxation of Cα and CO, the sensitivity

of JCαC′ is lower than that of 3hJNC.

H-bond between the lysine side chain NH3 and the backbone C==O was also

observed by the 3hJNζC′ -coupling[10]. Unlike the backbone N—H· · ·O==C h-bond

which is generally rigid, the NH3 · · ·O==C is more mobile and thus the amplitude of
3hJNζC′ is smaller. Due to fast exchange of amino protons with water, the TROSY

based experiment can not be applied for the 3hJNζC′ detection. Instead, proton

decoupling was applied in the buildup of NζC′ magnetization to keep the Nζ mag-

netization in-phase. To slowdown the proton exchange, the measurement needs to

be performed at low pH and temperature.

Computational studies indicate that backbone h-bonds are cooperative in α-

helix[11-14]. But the direct experimental proof of H-bond cooperativity is difficult

to obtain. A NMR H/D exchange method was proposed to measure the α-helix

(A23-D36) h-bond cooperativity of protein GB3[15], with the principle described as

follows. Due to the Ubbelohde effect[16], the substitution of 1H by 2H in a backbone

N—H· · ·O==C H-bond weakens the H-bond strength[17-19] by shortening the N—H
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bond length and thus lengthening the H—O distance[17,20]. The shortening of N—H

bond length is caused by the anharmonic vibration of the N—H bond where the

heavy 2H decreases the vibration amplitude which effectively moves 2H closer to

N than 1H. The distance change alters the electron distribution of N—H· · ·O==C

while the surrounding nuclei respond by adjusting their electron density and thus

geometry (including h-bonds) to minimize the total potential energy. The change

of electron density around the surrounding nuclei also changes their chemical shifts

(H/D isotope effect). By measuring the chemcial shift changes of surrounding nuclei,

the information of H-bond cooperativity can be extracted.

Figure 15.1 shows the [1H, 15N] chemical shift changes of Y33 at two tempera-

tures, 275 K (a, b) and 298 K (c, d). At 275K, the peak position shifts with the

H/D exchange, although the intensity of the peak is unchanged, indicating that the

Figure 15.1 1H, 15N chemical shift perturbation ∆δ of residue Y33 in WT GB3. (a), (c)

Overlay of the Y33 1H—15N HSQC signals of the first (grey) and the last (red) spectrum

of a recorded time series: (a) 275 K; (c) 298 K. The corresponding ∆δ time profiles are

shown in (b) 275 K, and (d) 298 K. (Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [21],

copyright © 2016, American Chemical Society)
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H/D exchange rate of Y33 is very slow. The peak position shift is attributed to the

H/D exchange of D36. At 298K, both the position and the intensity of the peak

change with time, suggesting that the H/D exchange occurs for the amide of Y33.

At the same time, the isotope effect is also observed.

This chemical shift change ∆δ can be fitted using the following equation:

∆δi(t) = δi(t)− δi(t0) = c
n∑

j=1

λij [exp(−kjt)− exp(−kjt0)] (1)

where δi(t) is the 15N chemical shift at time t, λij is the 15N chemical shift change

of site i due to the H/D exchange of amide site j, t0 and t represent the midpoints

of the first and subsequent HSQC measurements, kj is the H/D exchange rate of

site j measured separately from the decaying intensity of the signal of amide j,

and c is the fraction of the D2O in the H2O/D2O solvent. In principle, the coupling

information between any two amides can be extracted using this equation. However,

the degeneracy arises if different sites have similar exchange rates. To solve this

problem, the exchange rate was measured at different temperature and pH conditions

and also mutations were introduced to perturbation the exchange rates of nearby

amides. Moreover, an assumption was made that λij is solely dependent on the

separation, l, of helical residues i and j, i.e. on l = j − i. The fitting suggests that

λ values can be retrieved for l = −3 to +3. The absolute values of λ from the sites

with l > 0 (negative) are much larger than those with l < 0.

DFT calculations were performed to help understand λ values. The QM calcu-

lations show that increasing the h-bond length between i and i− 3 yields negative λ

values, with λ+3 more negative than λ−3, consistent with the experimental observa-

tion (Figure 15.2). Furthermore, the QM calculations indicate that the negative λ
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Figure 15.2 Quantum mechanical calculations of the H-bonding effect on chemical shifts

and dipole moments in a model tri-NMA complex. (a) The peptide plane H-bond geometry.

The calculated λ values of (b) 15N and (c) 1H of NMA1 (λ+3) and NMA3 (λ−3) decrease

as the distance increases. (d) The accompanying decrease in dipole moments of NMA1 and

NMA3 indicates a weakening of the polarization of these two peptide planes. Figure was

adapted with permission from Ref [21], copyright © 2016, American Chemical Society.

values correspond to a decrease of the peptide plane electric dipole moment (Figure

15.2(d)), which thereby weakens its H-bonding and electrostatic interactions with

other peptide planes. In summary, the H-bonding cooperativity in the α-helix of

protein GB3 can readily be studied by the H/D exchange NMR method.

15.2 C-H/π interaction

The CH/π interaction, referring to the interaction between a CH group and a π

system (e.g., an aromatic side chain), is very common in proteins. It is essentially

the interaction between π electrons and the σ* orbital of H. The double mutational

cycle (DMC) method can be used to measure the strength of CH/π interactions. But

the method implicitly assumes that the protein structure is unchanged by mutation

and any secondary effect can be cancelled out. Practically, the mutation of an

aromatic residue can significantly destabilize the protein which may not be able to

fold properly. The DMC measurement error can compromise the accuracy of CH/π,

especially the weak ones.

Direct detection of CH/π has been reported recently[22] between aliphatic methyl

groups and aromatic side chains. The magnetization starts from methyl and then

transfers to the carbon of aromatic group where its chemical shift is recorded. Then,

the magnetization transfers back to the methyl for direct 1H detection. The methyl
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group is particularly suited for this type of measurement because its relaxation rate

can be greatly reduced through the methyl TROSY type of experiment[23] where the

C—H/C—H and H—H/H—H dipole-dipole relaxations cancel out. Furthermore,

the methyl group has three hydrogens so that its magnetization is three times as

large as e.g., the backbone amide N—H.
hπJCMeCaro values up to 0.3Hz were detected between methyl carbon and aro-

matic carbon atoms for model proteins ubiquitin and GB3. Meanwhile, hπJHMeCaro,

i.e., J-coupling between methyl hydrogen and aromatic carbon atoms was also de-

tected. Using 12CH3 labeled methyl groups, the relaxtion during the HMeCaro mag-

netization transfer can be further slowed down (13C chemical shift anisotropy re-

laxation contribution no longer exists) which permits measurement of J-coupling as

small as 0.03Hz.

More recently, the CH/π interaction between methyl and carbonyl was also stud-

ied by measuring the J-coupling between methyl hydrogen and carbonyl carbon[24].

According to DFT calculations, nπJHmeCO is much smaller (in mHz range) thus

detecting this type of CH/π is more challenging. Nevertheless, the observation of
nπJHmeCO suggests that CH/π interactions also exist between C-H and carbonyl

groups.

15.3 Electrostatic interaction

Electrostatic interactions are important to maintain protein structure and fa-

cilitate its function. Electrostatic interactions between ionizable residues can be

measured by the NMR pKa titration experiment. To probe the electrostatics, the

ionization state of a residue is usually changed by mutagenesis and then the pKa

changes of nearby ionizable residues are measured. These pKa changes correspond

to the charge-charge interaction between the mutated residue and the detected ion-

izable residues[25].

In pH titration NMR experiments, the chemical shifts of ionizable residues (e.g.,

the side chain carboxyl group 13C) are recorded. These chemical shifts can be fitted

by the following equation,

δobs =
δAH + δA10n(pH−pKa)

1 + 10n(pH−pKa)
(2)

where δAH and δA are the chemical shifts of the ionizable residue when it is pro-

tonated and deprotonated, respectively. n is the Hill constant, accounting for the
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nonideality of the fitting curve. The fitting of the chemical shift yields the pKa of

the ionizable pKa.

Coulombic interactions in the protein staphylococcal nuclease (SNase) have been

studied systematically. ∆pKa values of histidine residues have been determined at

different salt conditions[25]. It is shown that a simple coulombic potential, with a

Debye-Huckel term, is capable to describe the experimental data very well, sug-

gesting that the protein surface charge-charge interaction is very water-like. On the

other hand, the electrostatic calculations based on the finite-difference solution of the

Poisson-Boltzmann (FDBP) equation have to use a large dielectric constant (∼20)

for the protein to reproduce the experimental data. The use of the unrealistically

large dielectric constant for the protein (instead of the normal value of 2∼4) implies

that the dielectric constant of the protein water interface is underestimated and the

protein relaxation caused by the ionization state change is not accounted properly

by FDBP.

The NMR pKa method can also be used to study the short-range charge-charge

coupling[26]. In the active site of Bacillus circulans xylanase, the catalytic acid

E172 and the nucleophile E78 are ∼5.5 apart and strongly coupled. The side

chain carboxyl chemical shift titration curve has to be fitted to more sophisticated

equations which help disentangle the coupling between two charges. The pKa change

of the two catalytic residues along the reaction path illustrates the enzyme catalytic

process.

One limitation of the NMR pKa titration method is the measurement accuracy.

Acid or base was added to the NMR sample to adjust the pH which can be monitored

by a pH meter. A small pH drift (∼0.1∼0.2 pH units) can always be seen when the

sample is transfered in and out of the NMR tube after titration. This drift is difficult

to eliminate practically. Furthermore, the pH meter usually can measure the pH to

the accuracy of 0.1 pH units (or ∼ 0.02 pH units in favorable cases). As a result,

the pKa reported for charged residues of the same protein can vary by ∼ 0.1 pH

or larger[27]. To eliminate the pH measurement error contribution to ∆pKa, our

group developed a new NMR titration method, as described by follows, to study the

salt bridge interactions in protein GB3[28]. Taking the salt bridge H31-E27 as an

example, the H31-E27 sample was 15N/13C labeled whereas the H31-Q27 mutant

was 15N labeled only. The two samples were mixed together and titrated by HCl

or NaOH. The backbone [1H, 15N] chemical shifts of H31-E27 and H31-Q27 were
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recorded by an interleaved pulse sequence which separates the signals of two proteins

using an isotope filter. Because the two proteins were dissolved in the same tube,

the pH measurement error does not affect ∆pKa. As a result, the accuracy of ∆pKa

can be greatly improved.

The ∆pKa values were measured for four salt bridges, H4-E15, H28-E24, H31-

E27, and H50-D47 at different temperatures. These ∆pKa values were then fitted to

the Van′t Hoff equation, −2.303∆pKa = ∆H/RT −∆S/R to yield enthalpy (∆H)

and entropy (∆S) values. It turns out that all four salt bridges have positive ∆H

and ∆S, suggesting that the salt bridge formation is driven by entropy[28]. It is a

bit counterintuitive because one would expect that the Coulomb attraction should

yield a negative ∆H and the restraining of the protein side chains should yield a

negative ∆S.

Molecular dynamics simulations provide more insights into the formation mech-

anism. The calculated change of enthalpy and entropy agrees with the experimental

result. The advantage of MD simulation is that the enthalpy and entropy changes

∆H and ∆S can be further decomposed to two components, the contribution from

the protein, ∆Hprot and ∆Sprot, and that from the solvent water, ∆Hsolv and ∆Ssolv.

The negative ∆Hprot indicates that the protein enthalpy decreases (due to Coulomb

attraction between two opposite charges) as the salt bridge is formed. But the posi-

tive ∆Hsolv suggests that the formation of the salt bridge decreases the two charges’

interaction with solvent water. The net effect is that the enthalpic loss by the sol-

vent surpasses the enthalpic gain by the protein, so that the total enthalpy change

is unfavorable for the salt bridge formation. From the entropic point of view, the

negative ∆Sprot is consistent with the argument that the protein degrees of freedom

are restrained after the salt bridge formation. In contrast, the positive ∆Ssolv im-

plies that the solvent entropy increases. As the charges’ interaction with the solvent

water becomes weaker the water molecules are less restrained so that the entropy of

these water molecules increases. The total entropy change ∆S is positive, indicating

that the entropic gain by the solvent is larger than the entropic loss by the protein.

The total entropic gain is also greater than the enthalpic loss. Thus, it is the entropy

that drives the formation of salt bridges. Although the salt bridges formed by histi-

dine are far less than those by lysine or arginine, the mechanism of the salt bridge

formation should be very similar. All four salt bridges characterized in GB3 are on

protein surface. As for more buried salt bridges, the water contribution to the total
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enthalpy and entropy change should decrease. One would expect that the enthalpic

gain from the protein may play a more favorable role. For salt bridges deeply buried

in proteins which are usually destabilizing, the change of enthalpy and entropy can

be very different from that of the surface salt bridges. More works will be needed

to understand the thermodynamics of buried salt bridges.

15.4 Electric field

It is known that electric field (e-field) affects the nuclear chemical shift. Accord-

ing to Buckingham, this effect can be expressed by a power series in the field[29-30].

The e-field in proteins is very non-uniform, therefore it is nearly impossible to obtain

the e-field on a nuclear from a single chemical shift. In practice, a designed e-field is

introduced by mutating a neutral residue to a charged one (e.g., A to K) or through

pH titration[31]. At the same time, the chemical shift changes are recorded by the
1H−15N HSQC spectrum for the backbone amides. These chemical shift changes

are caused by the introduction of the charge. This experiment greatly simplifies

the complex e-field created by all the charges and polar residues in the protein[32].

Through this method, apparent dielectric constants of 3 to 13 were obtained for

charges of different proteins[32]. One caveat of the method is that the introduction

of a charge also perturbs the protein structure. As a result, the chemical changes also

have contributions from structural perturbation which complicates the data analysis

process. The value of the apparent dielectric constant can be contaminated by the

structural perturbation effect.

A protocol was developed by us to measure the long-range amide 1HN chemical

shift changes caused by e-field[33]. Using protein GB3 as a model, a single charged

residue mutation K19A was made. For nuclei far away from K19, the structure

perturbation is smaller and the chemical shift perturbation (CSP, ∆δ) is mainly from

the e-field effect. Since the CSPs are also smaller for remote nuclei, it is necessary

to measure the CSPs with very high accuracy. To do so, the mutant K19A (15N

labeled) and the wild type (WT, 15N/13C labeled) GB3 were mixed and dissolved in

the same NMR buffer. The chemical shifts were recorded using an interleaved 1H—
15N HSQC experiment[33]. Since the WT but not the mutant K19A is 13C labeled, a
13C isotope filter was introduced to select the signal from WT or K19A. To minimize

the structural perturbation effect on CSP, only amides more than 12 away from
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K19 were collected for the e-field analysis whereas the CSPs from the nuclei closer

to K19 were thrown away. Meanwhile, another mutation K19E was also introduced.

The CSPs of K19E and those of K19A were correlated, with a slope of 1.8, close to

the net charge change ratio (2:1), indicating that the long-range CSPs are due to

the e-field of K19.

∆δ was then fitted by using the Buckingham equation. By systematically ad-

justing εa, the difference between experimental and predicted ∆δ can be minimized

which yield an apparent dielectric constant of 8.8. It is known that a protein powder

sample has a dielectric constant of 2∼4, thus it is obvious that the water molecules

contribute to the apparent dielectric constant. MD simulation was performed for

the WT, K19A, and K19E mutants. By explicitly calculating the long-range elec-

tric field created by the introduced charge K19 or E19, and by the corresponding

reorganization of water molecules, it can be seen that the screening by the water

reorganization is quite large, ∼ 4[33]. Apparently, water molecules can play an im-

portant role in the e-field screening. It is expected that for sites with different water

accessibilities, the apparent dielectric constant can vary dramatically.

According to the Kirkwood–Fröhlich formalism[34-36], dielectric constant of a

molecule depends on the fluctuation of molecular dipole and the temperature. MD

simulations show that protein dielectric constant increases with the temperature[37].

This increase is mainly caused by the enhanced fluctuation of charged side chains at

high temperature. The temperature effect on protein apparent dielectric constant

was also studied by measuring CSPs from 278K to 313K. As temperature increases,

CSPs generally become smaller, suggesting that the apparent dielectric constant

increases with temperature[33]. It is known that water dielectric constant decreases

with temperature, opposite to that of a protein. It becomes difficult to determine

how big the two effects are in reality. Another likely effect is that the side chain

conformation is extended at high temperature so that the water contribution is

larger and the electrostatic screening is stronger. Although the exact temperature

dependent mechanism for the apparent dielectric constant is still unknown, it has to

be explicitly considered when studying temperature dependent protein electrostatic

properties.

The electrostatic interaction is greatly affected by ionic strength. To estimate the

salt effect on e-field, CSPs were measured at different ion concentrations. At higher

salt concentration, the CSPs are smaller, corresponding to a weaker e-field. The
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Debye-Huckel theory helps evaluate the ion effect on electrostatics, but the equation

was derived for low concentration free ions. For charges on protein surface, the ionic

effect is more complicated because the inner part of a protein is not accessible to

ions. Nevertheless, the ionic strength dependence of the CSPs strongly suggests that

the e-field is also greatly affected by ions in solution[33].

The advantage of CSP measurement is that it is highly accurate. For protein

GB3, amide 1H CSPs can be measured to the accuracy of ∼0.3ppb, which per-

mits one to capture the fine CSP perturbation due to environmental changes. This

method was used to probe the cell lysate effect on the protein e-field. The interior

of a cell is very crowded, with macromolecules such as protein, DNA, and RNA that

can reach concentration up to 400g/L[38]. One prominent question is whether the

crowded cell environment affects protein structure, interaction and function. It was

proposed that the biomolecules in cell tend to form so called quinary interactions

with the targeted protein and thus affect its function. The transient quinary interac-

tion is difficult to capture and its effect on protein is largely unknown although it has

been suggested that protein electrostatics can be affected by quinary interactions[39].

We used GB3 as a model system and studied molecular crowders’ effect on protein

e-field[40]. We selected three sites 10, 19, and 40 and measured e-field from both

the positive charge (K) and the negative charge (D or E). The molecular crowders

included dextran, Ficoll, protein BSA, and E.coli lysate. The residues show that

Ficoll and dextran have no effect on CSPs, suggesting the e-field is not affected by

these two crowders. Ficoll and dextran are the so called “inert crowder” which tends

to decrease the entropy of proteins through the volume exclusion effect. As such, they

have no effect on enthalpy of proteins and thus electrostatics. In comparison, the

CSPs are scaled down by BSA. For example, in 90 g/L BSA, the CSPs are reduced

by ∼ 4%∼6% for ∆δA10K, ∆δD40A, and ∆δD40K, and ∼7%∼8% for ∆δA19K and

∆δE19K whereas for ∆δE10K the CSPs are reduced by ∼26%[40]. These data suggest

that different sites and charges respond differently to BSA. CSPs are further reduced

in the presence of lysate, with the largest effect from ∆δA19K by 67%. Both BSA

and lysate are capable to reduce the e-field, suggesting that the transient quinary

interaction, which is absent in dextran and Ficoll, causes the protein electrostatic

property change.

Chemical shifts are sensitive to local environmental change. If BSA or lysate

binds to GB3, one would expect to see chemical shift changes especially for the
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binding region. However, no significant chemical shift changes were observed for

particular residues, suggesting that the interaction with GB3 is very weak. In con-

trast, if mapping the binding chemical shift difference between the WT and the

mutant (e.g. K10A), outliers close to the mutational site are observable. It becomes

clear that the mutation affects the transient interaction with GB3. The change of

the quinary interaction caused by mutation can also be probed by backbone 15N

relaxation rates. Quinary interaction with lysate tends to dramatically increase the

transverse relaxation rate R2 because the protein sizes in lysate are generally much

larger than GB3 whereas the effect on the longitudinal rate R1 is smaller. Thus,

the product R1R2 can be used as an indicator for the quinary interaction[41]. The

difference ∆R1R2 (∆R1R2 = R1R2(mut)−R1R2(WT)) between the WT and a mu-

tant indicates whether the mutated residue directly interacts with crowders. The

∆R1R2 shows that the largest change comes from K19A/E, consistent with the CSPs

data.

It is important to understand the quinary interaction mechanism. The weakening

of the e-field suggests that this interaction has the electrostatic origin. Meanwhile,

ions such as NaCl also weaken e-field and this weakening is originated from elec-

trostatics according to Debye-Huckel theory. The chemical shift changes caused by

lysate are compared with those by NaCl. A strong correlation was observed for

residue K10, and a moderate correlation was observed for K19 and D40, suggesting

that the e-field weakening mechanism by lysate is similar to that by NaCl. That is

to say, the electrostatic potential created by a charged side chain (e.g. K19) causes

the redistribution of lysate on GB3 surface which in turn creates a reaction field

screening the field by the charge. But this is a very qualitative explanation for the

e-field weakening by quinary interactions. More quantitative models will be needed

to understand how a protein structure and its charge distribution are affected by

lysate or its constituent proteins.

In this chapter, we have reviewed the NMR studies of noncovalent interactions

in proteins. NMR is a particularly powerful tool for this kind of studies because

measurables such as chemical shift and J-coupling contain rich information about

the site-specific interactions in proteins. Many developed methods are tested only

on well-behaved model proteins with good relaxation properties. More studies are

needed for functional proteins and enzymes, as well as other biomolecules such as

DNA and RNA.
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Membrane proteins play very important roles in metabolism, signal-

ing, cell motility, transport, development, and many other biochemical

and biophysical processes on molecular level throughout the life circle.

Detailed understanding of these processes is necessary for the progress of

life sciences and biomedical applications. The newly developed nanodiscs

provide a new and powerful tool for biochemical and biophysical studies

of membrane proteins because they are commonly acknowledged as an

optimal membrane mimetic system that provides controlled size, com-

position, and specific functional modifications on the nanometer scale.

In this chapter, we’ll attempt to introduce the structure and assembly

of nanodiscs, the use of nanodiscs for structural studies of membrane

proteins briefly. And we’ll mainly focus on the introduction of advan-

tages provided by nanodiscs as a new tool to examine protein-membrane

interactions at High magnetic field laboratory of Chinese academy of

sciences.

16.1 Introduction to nanodiscs

Membrane proteins are represented by a tremendous variety of sizes, structures,
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and functions, including complex supramolecular hierarchical assemblies with dozens

of proteins forming sophisticated molecular machines. Most of important cellular

functions, including oxidative phosphorylation and proton pumping, ATP synthesis,

transport of metabolites, intra- and inter-cellular signaling, membrane fusion and

communication between cell compartments, the biosynthesis of many compounds

including lipids, steroid hormones, and the breakdown of xenobiotics and internal

metabolites need the participation of membrane proteins. Membrane proteins also

conduct developmental processes, including cell motility, adhesion, recognition, neu-

ronal patterning, and many other critical events. The first line of sensing and defense

for the cell response to injury, environmental stress, and viral infections are provided

by membrane proteins. Membrane proteins are also directly involved in many other

processes essential for cell function. Four Nobel prizes awarded for the discovery of

membrane protein in the last 15 years emphasize that the biophysics, biochemistry,

structural biology, and cell biology of membrane proteins represent a very broad and

significant part of modern life science research.

Investigations centering on membrane biophysics and biochemistry include struc-

tural studies using a variety of techniques. Lots of researches are focusing on re-

vealing overall dynamics and functionally important motions, in order to define the

affinity and selectivity of ligand binding, both as substrates and allosteric modu-

lators, goals of understanding the chemistry of enzymatic catalysis, the nature of

energy transduction, and the generation of motility and the movement of ions and

molecules by transporters and channels. Often these critical cellular functions are

conducted by supra-molecular complexes of protein, lipid, and nucleic acid. Some of

these properties can be studied using purified proteins in the absence of membrane.

However, many of the aspects critical for membrane protein structure and function

depend on the lipid environment. Most membrane proteins are misfolded or display

altered activity if removed from their native membrane environment. Sometimes

specific lipids are needed for membrane-centered processes such as the blood co-

agulation cascade enabled by exposure to an anionic surface. The regulatory role

of cardiolipin in the function of some transporters, roles for phosphoinositides in

the recruitment of activating proteins that control the formation of focal adhesions

in cell migration, and the formation of complex signaling structures mediated by

electrostatic factors are a few examples.

Substantial progress has been made in recent years in developing lipid bilayer
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or mimetic membrane for appropriate analysis of membrane proteins[1-5]. The most

frequently used model membranes nowadays are liposomes, detergent-stabilized mi-

celles and disc-shaped bicelles. Membrane proteins in detergent micelles are prone to

altered conformational dynamics, misfolding, and dysfunction[6]. Liposomes, vesi-

cles composed of synthetic lipid bilayers, are good mimetics of the native lamellar

membrane. And they can provide an inside vs. outside compartmentalization and

a large bilayer area that can allow mobility of multiple proteins and lipids. How-

ever, there are many disadvantages when using vesicle systems. The large size of

proteoliposomes (Membrane protein-containing liposomes) makes them unsuitable

for many spectroscopic techniques due to light scatter and low rotational mobility.

These model membranes often display various particle size distributions and have a

tendency to segregate into phase separated domains, both in terms of composition

and structural heterogeneity. Bicelles and similar extended bilayer structures have

been successfully used in some nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) applications to

circumvent those disadvantages. Except bicelles are inherently unstable, the use of

detergent might destabilize membrane proteins and even induce error conformation

of membrane protein in vitro.

The choice of a suitable membrane mimicking environment is of fundamental

importance for the characterization of structure and function of membrane proteins.

Phospholipid bilayer nanodisc, a monodisperse, stable model membrane, provides a

“native-like” lipid bilayer environment (Figure 16.1)[7,8]. Nanodiscs are now a com-

monly accepted method for a large variety of biophysical and biochemical studies of

membrane proteins. Several groups, including Sligar’s and Wagner’s, are working

on engineering of the ApoA1 protein to provide homogeneous particles of defined

size and composition. The progresses are useful for empty nanodiscs assembling and
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Figure 16.1 Schematic representation of the nanodisc system (top) and the different MSP

constructs that have so far been used for NMR-based studies (bottom). Figure was adapted

with permission from Ref [9], copyright © 2016, Biological Chemistry.

self-assembling membrane proteins into the bilayer and thus enabling subsequent

biochemical and biophysical efforts.

16.2 Self-assembly of nanodiscs

Sligar and co-workers originally developed the nanodisc technology[10,11] to sup-

port the study of the hepatic microsomal NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase. Nan-

odiscs are usually composed of phospholipids surrounded by amphipathic apolipopro-

teins, normally called membrane scaffold proteins (MSPs). The phospholipids and

MSPs are arranged in a discoidal bilayer[12]. The initial MSPs based on the se-

quence of the human serum apolipoprotein A-I (ApoA1)[13] provide a hydrophobic

surface facing the lipids, and a hydrophilic surface at the outside. This composition

makes nanodiscs highly soluble in aqueous solutions and enables the solubilization

of embedded membrane proteins without detergents[10,14]. The size of the nanodisc

particles normally span between 6 and 17nm in diameter, depending on the used

variant of MSP[15,16].

Empty nanodiscs can be assembled from a detergent solubilized mixture of all

components by gradual removal of detergent via adsorption on hydrophobic beads or

by dialysis. In brief, the solution of purified MSP was mixed with cholate-solubilized

lipids at optimal molar ratios (1:50∼1:80). After incubating at optimal temperature

(often at phase transition temperature), bio-beads were added or dialysis initiate

the self-assembling process. Gel filtration is often used to separate nanodiscs with

other fraction. The use of MSP variants with different length and the choice of

different molecular ratio between MSP and phospholipids will impact the nanodiscs

diameter. If this ratio is lower or higher than optimal, the size and composition dis-
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tributions of the resulting nanodiscs are broader, and their stability is compromised.

Otherwise, in order to mimic membrane fraction from different organelle, several

kinds of phospholipid can be mixed together to obtain nanodiscs by incubate the

mixture at proper temperature. At this moment, the differences of phase transition

temperature should be considered carefully.

This self-assembly protocol of nanodiscs with membrane in it is relatively

complicated[9]. The specific details may vary according to the properties of mem-

brane proteins, the yield and properties of the final product can be optimized by

changing the important parameters. The details include temperature, time, molec-

ular ratio of MSP to membrane protein and phospholipids, detergent used for incor-

porating membrane protein. The choice of detergent for incorporating a membrane

protein target into nanodiscs depends on the properties of the membrane protein.

The best ratios for a specific membrane protein-nanodiscs system should be empiri-

cally optimized around the expected values. For this, size exclusion chromatography

(SEC) can be used as a readout to optimize towards homogenous particles of the

expected size. The properties of detergent for incorporating a membrane protein

also should be mutually soluble with detergent used to solve phospholipids. The

methods and procedure for removing detergent also should be considered. For mem-

brane proteins preferred monomeric or oligomeric state, the molecular ratio of MSP,

lipids and target membrane protein, as well as the mode of incorporation into the

bilayer needs to be optimized. As far as oligomeric channels are concerned, the

occupation of membrane proteins to replace the amounts of phospholipid should

be addressed. In other words, the lipid/MSP stoichiometry is also critical, which

means the number of lipids displaced by the membrane protein from the nanodiscs

bilayer must be estimated and subtracted from the initial number of lipids in the

corresponding empty nanodiscs. For incorporating TRPV1 into nanodisc, the MSP

to TRPV1 ratio was kept at 1.5:1 to 1:1[17]. But for reconstitution of β2-adrenergic

receptors utilizing self-assembling Nanodisc technology, the ratio of MSP1: β2AR

was 150:1[18].

Finally, some specific chaperones, cofactors including some kinds of special phos-

pholipid should also be considered adding to the mixture to improve the efficiency

of self-assembly. At last, the isolation and purification method used to obtain the

final product is also very important. Chromatography, density ultracentrifugation,

or other methods can be used according to certain membrane proteins. Sometimes,
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several methods should be combined together to improve the yield of nanodiscs

incorporated membrane proteins.

16.3 Properities of nanodiscs

Since nanodiscs was introduced to the research of membrane protein, lots of

efforts were made to optimize MSP protein and protocols for forming highly ho-

mogeneous, stable, and monodisperse nanodiscs with controlled size. Sliger’s and

Wagner’s groups undertook an extensive effort to generate variants based on the

original human ApoA1 sequence. As an example, Sliger’s lab designed a series of

extended scaffold proteins with one, two, or three additional 22-mer amphipathic

helices inserted in the central part of MSP1 (designated MSP1E1, MSP1E2, and

MSP1E3 correspondingly)[8] and studied the self-assembly of discoidal particles.

Wagner’s lab developed smaller nanodiscs mainly for NMR application displaying

faster tumbling rates and improved spectral resolution with deletions of the amphi-

pathic helices in the center of MSP, e.g. MSP1D1∆H5 and MSP1D1∆H4-6[19] as

shown in figure 16.1 Some other labs reported deletions of C-terminal helices[16,20].

All the nanodiscs were shown to form discs of 6∼10nm in diameter.

Nanodiscs of various sizes can be assembled using MSP with appropriate length.

Longer MSPs can be used to assemble nanodiscs up to ∼17nm diameter[15]. Com-

pared with standard nanodiscs, covalently circularized nanodiscs can be obtained

by sortase, exhibit enhanced stability, defined diameter and tunable shapes[21]. Nu-

merous biophysical methods including size exclusion chromatography, free-flow elec-

trophoresis, mass spectrometry, and electron microscopy can be used to quantitate

the monodisperse nanodiscs[22-25]. And some other structural methods used to char-

acterize nanodiscs include transmission electron microscopy (TEM), cryoelectron

microscopy (cryo-EM), small angle solution X-ray (SAXS) and neutron (SANS)

scattering.

Lots of reports about the structure of nanodiscs and of membrane proteins in-

serted in the bilayer were investigated by NMR. Both solid state NMR (ss-NMR)

and solution NMR methods were used to study empty nanodiscs. Some details of

lipid MSP interactions and some of the physiologically important interactions of lipid

head-groups with cations in solution were revealed by ss-NMR[26-28]. The configu-

ration of the protein backbone obtained by ss-NMR was consistent with the “belt”

model of MSP, rather than the “picket fence” configuration proposed in the earlier
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literature for rHDL particles[27].

The rotational correlation time is indeed important for NMR study of proteins.

Smaller nanodiscs are prior to the big ones for high-resolution NMR spectroscopy

by increasing rotational mobility. The rotational correlation times for nanodiscs

consisting MSP1D1 in aqueous solution at 45℃ were estimated to be ∼55-60 ns[29].

This makes it suitable for acquirement of NMR spectra of membrane proteins in

nanodiscs using TROSY pulse sequences and NMR spectrometers operating a field

of 800MHz or higher. Wagner and co-workers first reported the use of nanodiscs

assembled by truncated MSPs (MSP∆H5) and the incorporating membrane protein

in it[19].

For nanodiscs with special lipid compositions and also with incorporated mem-

brane proteins, the application of free flow electrophoresis can be chosen for prepar-

ative or analytical separation, especially for the three scaffold proteins, MSP1D1,

MSP1D1 without the His-tag, and MSP1E3D1, having slightly different pKa, and

hence charge, at neutral pH[22]. The separation of nanodiscs with P450 reductase

from empty nanodisc assembled with neutral POPC was very efficiency by using

this method. The method offers a new choice complementary to size-exclusion chro-

matography.

Mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged as a powerful tool to study membrane

protein complexes and protein-lipid interactions. Native mass spectrometry and

nanodisc mass spectrometry were also developed to study intact nanodiscs. Lipid

composition can be determined by using a dual Fourier transform approach to obtain

the average lipid mass. Further, the effects of lipid head group chemistry on nanodisc

dissociation mechanisms can be determined by investigating the relationship between

gas-phase behavior, lipid composition, and instrumental polarity.

16.4 Application of nanodiscs for studies of membrane pro-

teins

Nanodiscs have been wildly used in the researches on membrane protein, includes

the application for structural studies, lipid and protein interactions and molecular

screening.

16.4.1 Structural study of membrane proteins

Ever since the nanodiscs technique was developed, researchers started to try using
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it to obtain critical structural data of membrane protein. The first choice is the use

of nanodiscs for determining the crystal structure of membrane proteins. But the

results were less than satisfactory. Many investigators use assembly into nanodiscs to

store and collect active materials for subsequent investigation and functional studies,

because the target of interest in nanodiscs is active, monodisperse, and stable to

storage and concentration. However, direct crystallization of proteins in the nanodisc

has been challenging for the azimuthally disorder of membrane protein in nanodiscs

and the mobility of membrane protein above gel-liquid phase transition[30-32].

With the technical breakthrough in both source and detector, dramatic advances

in cryo-electron microscopy have allowed atomic resolution images to be obtained.

This also helps the use of nanodiscs in structural studies. More and more beautiful

high-resolution structures of membrane protein structures are reported using EM, for

example, the structure of the TRPV1 ion channel in the unliganded, agonist-bound,

and antagonist-bound states at resolutions of 3.2, 2.9, and 3.4 [33], the structure

of the Tc toxin at an average resolution 3.46 in POPC nanodiscs[34], the 4.2 -

resolution structure of the transmembrane domains of nucleotide-free MsbA[35].

NMR is a powerful tool for determining membrane protein structures at atomic

resolution. Nanodiscs offer additional options to study membrane protein functions

and structures besides the wildly used micelle and bicelle systems. Both solid state

NMR and solution NMR have been used to research on membrane protein. For ex-

ample, the complete three-dimensional structure of OmpX in nanodiscs by solution

NMR demonstrated the value in revealing subtle conformational divergences when

in the native bilayer environment[36]. A direct comparison of the membrane protein

BamA and theneurotrophin receptor p75NTRc from rat135 in different membrane

mimetics illustrated the enablement of this approach for structural determination[37].

The research on GPCR antibody was also improved by nanodiscs for the providing of

native-like membrane. After selectively isotopically labeling monomeric leukotriene

B4 receptor (BLT2), the NMR spectra of BLT2 obtained in nanodiscs with various

CHS content showed a redistribution of the BLT2 receptor between four conforma-

tional substrates observed in the absence of the ligand[38].

16.4.2 Molecular spectroscopy of membrane protein

Spectroscopic methods are very useful because they are a mainstay for deter-
mining critical functional aspects of many membrane proteins. Due to their lack of
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turbidity and low viscosity, nanodiscs provide especially significant advantages for

spectroscopic investigations. This makes the fast mixing methods applicable which

can be used to monitor structural and functional properties of the incorporated

membrane protein by optical methods.

Resonance Raman, optical, and electron spin resonance spectroscopies (ERR)

spectroscopy can be used to trap the membrane protein intermediates in nanodiscs

at cryogenic temperatures and the stability nanodiscs at cryogenic temperatures.

The orientation of cytochrome P450 CYP3A4 in nanodisc POPC membrane mea-

sured by using linear dichroism spectroscopy of nanodiscs absorbed on an optical

glass waveguide was good agreement with the simulation results[39]. Besides the

widely used EPR and DEER (double electron-electron resonanle)[40-44], fluorescence

quenching of Trp235 residue interacting with the membrane by pyrene incorpo-

rated in the lipid bilayer was used to measure the extent of membrane insertion[45].

CD spectroscopy, site-specific fluorescent labeling and fluorescence correlation spec-

troscopy (FCS) were all reported useful for membrane protein in nanodiscs[46-55].

X-ray and neutron scattering have been successfully used to characterize mem-

brane proteins in nanodiscs. The so called “silent nanodiscs” where lipid and MSP

are contrast matched so only the target protein is observable in a SANS experi-

ment are really useful. SAXS of membrane proteins incorporated in nanodiscs were

reported for cytochrome CYP3A4, bR, and the rhodopsin monomer[7,56-58].

16.4.3 Application of nanodiscs in examining protein-membrane inter-

action

16.4.3.1 Nanodiscs preparation for NMR research

The assembly of the nanodiscs system requires a number of steps that should

be carefully considered to obtain optimal system. Several important steps will be

roughly discussed below.

Choosing the MSP

The choice of the MSP should be carefully and specifically evaluated according

to each application. Structural researches by solution NMR prefer smaller nanodiscs

assembled by shorter MSP in order to reduce the rotational correlation time and thus

increase spectral resolution and sensitivity[19,59]. If the target is large integral mem-

brane protein, MSP1D1E3 is often preferred[60]. Besides the smaller MSP mentioned
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above, Wagner’s group just published their researches on covalently circularized nan-

odiscs. The covalently circularized nanodiscs by sortase exhibit enhanced stability,

defined diameter sizes and tunable shapes. Membrane proteins reconstitution in it

show enhanced NMR spectra quality for both VDAC-1, a β-barrel membrane protein,

and the G-protein-coupled receptor ntr1. And the advantages of covalently circular-

ized nanodiscs also help to visualize how simple, nonenveloped viruses translocate

their genomes across membranes to initiate infection[21]. Another choice is am-

phipathic 22-residue peptide (PVLDLFRELLNELLEALKQKLK), which can also

assemble lipid-bilayer-containing nanodiscs. The reconstitution of the P450–cytb5

complex in peptide-based nanodiscs has been demonstrated, which are characterized

by size exclusion chromatography and NMR spectroscopy[61].

Choosing the lipids

The choice of lipids in nanodiscs is of particular importance to obtain/maintain

the target membrane protein in its native conformation. In general, lipid composition

of biological membranes is similar between different cell types or membrane types

of one cell, but may also change over time, e.g. during the life cycle of the cell.

Nanodiscs can provide precisely lipid composition mimic membrane lipid that are

stable overtime. The mimic membrane’s properties can be modulated according to

different purpose, including bilayer thickness, charge and fluidity.

Besides the standard phospholipids DMPC, DPPC or POPC, some other special

phospholipids have also been successfully incorporated into nanodiscs, including with

phospholipid alkyl chains ranging from dilauroyl (DL,12 carbons) to dielaidoyl (DE,

22 carbons), including unsaturated chains like dioleoyl[20], and polar head groups

varying from phosphocholine (PC, zwitterionic) to phospho-L-serine (PS, negatively

charged) in different proportions up to 100% negative charges[62-67]. Moreover, some

minority phospholipids were reported to be assembled in nanodiscs, including car-

diolipin up to 10%[64,68,69], ganglioside GM1 up to 15%[70,71], sphingomyelin up to

30%[72] or cholesterol up to 30%[10,73]. Radio-labeled lipids, lipids with fluorescence,
1H NMR and HPLC-MS, analytical ultracentrifugation or ion exchange chromatog-

raphy are suggested to check the lipid content and homogeneity[11,74,75,76]. In order

to improve the membrane protein activity as well as sample quality, stability and

NMR behavior, the role of unsaturation, cholesterol or head groups’ negative charges

should be considered[59,77,78]. Sometimes, using native membranes extract is more
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powerful for the membrane protein, which can be done by extracting lipids from the

native cell membrane and using them as precursor for assembly with detergent puri-

fied membrane protein[79,80], or by directly solubilizing protein-containing membrane

fractions with detergent and replacing the detergent with suitable MSP[81].

Choosing the MSP-to-lipid and MSP-to-MP (membrane protein) ratios

For empty nanodiscs, getting monodispersed samples in high yield requires usage

of a suitable ratio between the MSP and the lipids during the assembly process.

The absolute concentrations of MSP and lipids during assembly are critical, and a

minimum lipid concentration of 4mm is recommended[11,18]. It is better to calculate

the ratio from the length of MSP used and chosen lipid first. When membrane

proteins are incorporated in nanodiscs, the bilayer area that will by occupied by

the protein should be reduced[60,82]. For example, one needs to remove around 37

DMPC molecules to compensate for bacteriorhodopsin insertion[7].

In addition to the MSP/lipid ratio, the ratio of MSP to target protein (MSP/MP)

can be critical to obtain nanodisc samples of good quality. The number of mem-

brane proteins in nanodiscs is (partly) depended by the ratio of MSP to target

membrane[65,77,83].

Removing detergent

With the development of nanodiscs, more and more researchers realize that an

appropriate detergent removal protocol (including speed, ways and temperature)

plays a key role in the nanodiscs’s auto-assembly reaction. Detergent removal initi-

ates the nanodisc assembly process. Besides the frequently used sodium cholate[14],

sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) or other detergents can be used as well[84]. The two

most common ways of detergent removal are dialysis and adsorption by bio-beads.

The rate of detergent removal determines the overall yield and the sample homo-

geneity of the resulting nanodiscs[8]. Prolonged dialysis with two or three changes

of buffer, or overnight use of adsorbent beads without agitation are common proce-

dures besides gentle agitation for a few hours. For some systems, it is recommended

to use a two steps protocol of 10%∼20% w/v bio-beads (first step over-night without

shaking, second step 2∼3h with shaking after bio-beads exchange).

Temperature

Another important factor affecting nanodiscs assembling efficiency is the tem-
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perature, because it will be related to the rate of detergent removal and the lipid

bilayer phase. Usually it is recommended to carry out the reaction just below the

phase transition temperature of the lipids which favors formation of the nanoscale

bilayers.

16.4.3.2 Dynamics of membrane proteins in nanodiscs

Beyond the 3D structure studies mentioned above, NMR-based study can also

help fully understanding the functional mechanisms of membrane proteins in a native

environment by offering knowledge of the dynamic processes underlying conforma-

tional changes or ligand recognition. For example, the authors found the different

time scales of dynamic behavior for the BamA β-barrel and its extracellular ‘lid

loop’ L6 by solution NMR investigation of the insertase BamA in micelles, bicelles

and nanodiscs[37,85]. These atomic level founding helped to explain the functional

mechanism and the reason of poor electron densities in BamA crystal structures.

16.4.3.3 Interaction studies

Nanodiscs are generally accepted as an ideal tool to study the functional and

structural properties of membrane proteins in lipid environment, under defined

conditions[76]. As reviewed by Schuler[86], nanodiscs also offer good properties to

examine protein-protein interactions and lipid-protein interactions. Several impor-

tant factors influence the interactions will be briefly addressed, including the impact

of phospholipids, ions in buffer, diameter of nanodiscs and the small molecular like

chaperon.

If the lipid selection is mentioned, liposome pull down (or liposome binding) is

also a convenient method to evaluate the lipid specificity of membrane protein. In

brief, ultra-centrifuge and SDS-PAGE is used to detect the binding of membrane

protein and liposome with specific lipid by collecting the supernatant(S) and pre-

cipitant(P). For example, the result that the SNX16PX CC R121E mutant showed

significantly reduced binding capacity to the negatively charged liposome contain-

ing 3% PI3P, 67% POPC, and 30% POPS illustrated the non-specific electrostatic

interactions might be important for initiating membrane binding of SNX16.The sig-

nificantly reduced binding capacity of SNX16PX CC F220E mutant to negatively

charged liposomes proved that, the hydrophobic residues F220 and F2200 would pen-

etrate into the hydrophobic region of the lipid bilayer and enhance the interaction
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with membrane[87]. Another example about the binding specificity of Escherichia

coli UbiG and human and yeast Coq3 to PG (phosphatidylglycerol) or CL (cardi-

olipin, or diphosphatidylglycerol) also provide new clues for the structural related

function explanation[88].

Both integral membrane protein and membrane-associated protein need proper

phospholipid to keep the structure and function. In other words, phospholipid is

of great importance for the membrane’s related function during life cycle. Some

early investigations on cytochrome P450s with membrane reconstitution systems

suggested that trace amounts of phospholipids were required for optimal activity[89],

while others suggested that the presence of specific phospholipids might stabilize

some kinetically distinguishable conformations of P450s, such as the major drug-

metabolizing isoform CYP3A4, and directly modulate its affinity for particular

substrates[90,91]. The type of phospholipid chosen for membrane protein study is

important, including both phospholipid head and the chain length. The head group

identity (variable size and charge distribution), and acyl chain properties (variable

lengths and degrees of saturation) affect the features of biomembrane. Membrane

proteins from different organelle need specific types of phospholipid to accomplish

the function. Sometimes, lipid mixture is necessary for the special function of mem-

brane proteins. The thickness of membrane offered by nanodiscs should also be

considered by using phospholipid with different chain length. Modulations of pro-

teorhodopsin (PR) by different lipid composition have also been assessed in Nan-

odiscs constructed with DMPC or POPC. And the difference in hydrophobic mis-

match between the bilayer thickness and the length of the PR transmembrane he-

lices also plays an important role in the observed variations of the photophysical

properties[92].

Besides interacting with the inserted proteins, the metal ions in buffer also affect

lipid-protein interactions for lipid head groups may also interact with ions and in-

fluence the function of protein. Calcium is the second messenger of signal out of cell

and physiological and biochemical reaction in cell. For instance, the 31P chemical

shift anisotropy is used to probe the change in response to Ca2+ addition[17].

Besides phospholipid and ions, the diameter of nanodiscs also has impact on the

protein-lipid interaction. For some protein with high molecular weight, the nanodiscs

diameter should be considered for the tumbling rates may affect the spectrum quality

of protein.
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16.4.3.4 Nanodiscs studies in High magnetic field laboratory in the Chinese academy

of sciences

As far as researchers in High magnetic field laboratory in the Chinese academy

of sciences realized that nanodiscs will be powerful tool for membrane protein study,

the use of nanodiscs has started. The first step was the establishment and the

optimization assembling of nanodiscs. Following the experimental procedures from

Sligar’s lab, the empty nanodiscs were obtained successfully with MSP1D1. The

properties of nanodiscs acquired studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and

TEM were consistent with those reported previously. The diameter of nanodiscs

determined by using both negative-staining TEM and DLS is about 20nm.

As mentioned above, smaller nanodiscs are more suitable for the structural and

functional studies of membrane protein by using NMR. Enormous efforts have been

made to minimize the size of the protein-nanodiscs complexes in order to decrease

the rotational correlation time and obtain high resolution spectra, because the line

widths of NMR resonances will get broader as the size of the protein studied in-

creases. Just like the other labs attempts on nanodiscs, a work to modify a-helical

amphipathic protein to obtain smaller size nanodiscs with various lipid compositions

started since 2011. The smaller nanodiscs are assembled by ∆MSP, a MSP1D1

mutant where the helix 0.5 and helix 7 to helix 10 segments were deleted. From

the nanodiscs assembling and TEM results, the deletion of the last four helixes

doesn’t change the disc-like morphology of nanodiscs. The ∆MSP mutant provides

smaller nanodiscs and improved spectrum quality as demonstrated here and by other

groups[11-13], which will broaden the NMR applications of nanodiscs in membrane

protein studies. The nanodiscs with varied particle sizes can be obtained by using

MSP with different length and by fine-tuning the ratio of scaffold protein to lipids.

Nanodiscs with larger diameter could be helpful for other biochemical or biophysical

studies, as exemplified in the application of solid state NMR. The further use of the

smaller nanodiscs is the successfully incorporating the trans-membrane domain of

Stromal Interaction Molecule 1 (STIM1) in it. The use illustrates a good poten-

tial of applying smaller nanodiscs in studying trans-membrane protein structures by

solution NMR[16].

As we know, many biochemical processes occur on the surface of a membrane.

Communication between the inside and outside of a cell or organelle requires in-
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teraction with the membrane surface. The biochemistry processes need membrane

proteins (including membrane-associate proteins) and proper membrane composi-

tion to accomplish the function. Ionic protein–lipid interactions are crucial for the

recognition of structure and function of membrane receptors, ion channels, integrins

and many other membrane proteins and membrane associate proteins[93-96]. The

study on how CD3CD dissociates from the membrane in antigen-stimulated T cells

provides a new regulatory mechanism of Ca2+ to T-cell activation involving direct

lipid manipulation using nanodiscs (Figure 16.2). The second messenger Ca2+ plays

an important part during the process. Ca2+ regulates T cell receptor activation by

modulating phospholipids electrostatic property. Compared to zwitterionic phos-

pholipids (like PC), spectroscopy showed that Ca2+ bound to the phosphate group

in anionic at physiological concentrations. The bounding thus further neutralizes the

negative charge of phospholipids. It means that calcium can disrupt ionic CD3CD-

membrane interaction. Rather than initiating CD3 phosphorylation, this regulatory

pathway of Ca2+ has a positive feedback effect on amplifying and sustaining CD3

phosphorylation and should enhance T-cell sensitivity to foreign antigens[97].

For some membrane associated protein, the use of nanodiscs in studying in-

teraction between membrane and protein offers great advantage as they provide a

means for precisely controlling the composition of a membrane area. The use of

nanodiscs makes it possible to accomplish the interaction researches by microscale
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Figure 16.2 Ca2+ bound to the phosphate group of anionic phospholipids at physiological

concentrations. (a)∼(d), One-dimensional 31P NMR experiments were performed to probe

the local chemical environment change of the phospholipid phosphate group induced by

the binding of Ca2+ or CD3εCD peptide. A lipid nanodisc system was used to provide

a membrane bilayer environment without the interference of detergent molecules. (e), A

schematic illustration of the Ca2+ induced TCR signaling amplification model. In the

resting state, the positively charged CD3ε/ζ cytoplasmic domains interact with anionic

phospholipids in the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane and key tyrosine residues are

sequestered in the membrane bilayer, which provides a ‘safety’ control on TCR triggering.

(Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [97], copyright © 2012, Nature)

thermophoresis (MST), surface plasmon resonance[18] and isothermal titration

calorimetry[60]. Herein, nanodiscs are used as a controlled membrane surface, to

investigate the interaction of granuphilin-C2A domain with PI (4,5)P2 in the phos-

pholipid bilayer environment. The interactions of granuphilin with PIP2 lipids in

nanodiscs were studied by NMR methods including chemical shift perturbation and

paramagnetic relaxation enhancement. And the study provided key information

for evaluating the structural model of PIP2 binding site in the membrane bind-

ing C2A domain (Figure 16.3)[98]. At first, the interactions between protein and

PIP2 were characterized by size exclusion chromatography using nanodiscs as the
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membrane mimetic system. Then, NMR titration experiments were performed to

gain further insights into the interaction details of granuphilin-C2A domain with

PI(4,5)P2-nanodisc at the residue-specific level. And the difference in intensity

reduction ratio for individual residue at 0.2 equivalent molar ratio of PI(4,5)P2-

nanodisc to granuphilin-C2A was analyzed. The results turned out that, besides

residues within the concave groove that are responsible for PI(4,5)P2 head group

binding, the strand β5 was involved in the interaction with the phospholipid bilayer

or undergo a small conformation change upon membrane binding. This region may

be involved in direct binding to membrane and/or undergo conformation changes

upon membrane binding.

Figure 16.3 NMR investigation of the interaction between granuphilin-C2A domain and

PI(4,5)P2-nanodisc. (a) Portion of 1H—15N HSQC spectra of granuphilin-C2A in the pres-

ence of PI(4,5)P2-free nanodisc (upper panel) and PI(4,5)P2-nanodisc (lower panel). The

molar ratios of nanodisc to protein are as following: 0:1 (black), 0.1:1 (blue), 0.2:1 (yellow)

and 0.3:1 (red). The cartoon representations of PI(4,5)P2-free nanodisc and PI(4,5)P2-

nanodisc are inserted. (b) Differences in the intensity reduction ratio values (∆Idiff) plotted

for each residue. (c) Residues with large ∆Idiff are mapped on the surface of granuphilin-

C2A, using the same color representations as in (b). Residues from the strand b 5 are

labeled in blue. (Figure was adapted with permission from Ref [98], copyright © 2015,

Chemistry and Physics of Lipids)
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Conclusion

As outlined above, nanodiscs provide optimal stable membrane mimetic sys-

tem with controlled size, composition, and specific functional modifications on the

nanometer scale. Because of these advantages of providing a near native local en-

vironment, nanodiscs were wildly used in biochemical and biophysical studies of

membrane proteins, including the structural, dynamics studies of membrane pro-

teins and interactions between lipid and protein.

The combination of solution NMR and nanodiscs offers new option for the re-

search of peptide or protein-membrane interactions. Solution NMR is the unique way

to provide atomic resolution information of protein-membrane or protein-protein in-

teraction in solution. And nanodiscs offer an ideal platform assembled with desired

different lipids. If sample preparation is successful and the NMR spectra is decent,

membrane proteins assembled in nanodiscs can be used to study interactions between

membrane protein-membrane protein, lipid-membrane proteins. Besides interaction

studies, nanodiscs can be used to measure residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) using

established alignment media and dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) experiments.

In a word, due to the intrinsic superiorities of nanodiscs and the recent progress

in membrane proteins studies, it can be anticipated that nanodiscs will become more

and more popular in the NMR-based studies of membrane proteins in a near native

environment.
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